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Chapter 20
Experimental Aircraft Association
San Carlos, CA.
EAA MISSION & VISION

620 Skyway 94070
www.eaa20.com

Grow Participation
It's about passion, camaraderie, that ol' can-do spirit, and a grassroots way of
sharing our love of aviation with others. EAA works tirelessly to grow participation
in aviation and build our next generation of aspiring aviators.

Meetings 7:00 PM 2nd Tues each month
Next Meeting: Sep 10

August 2019
Newsletter

Meeting location:
Hiller Museum, 601 Skyway Rd.
San Carlos, CA 94070

Hi Everyone!

By now many of you have
enjoyed our Chapter BBQ on Saturday. Thanks to Curt
Nehring, Don Sharp, Curt Taylor and the others who
chipped in to make it a delicious and fun event. We were
pleased to see Irwin and Dianne Abrams again as they
were in town from their new(?) home near Cameron Park.
Now that summer is nearly over, we look forward to another exciting year of activities. Our
Rans Coyote and RV-12 were on display at the BBQ, and the RV earned many “oohs” and
“ahhs” as the attendees admired all the fine and detailed work that has been put into the
airplane. We have ordered the avionics and expect them to arrive in the next month or two.
We are getting close!
We welcome Carter Blair and Obed Hahn back from their EAA Air Academy summer camps
fresh with new excitement and information to add to their blossoming aviation careers. Devon
Dinardo, one of our Young Eagles from several years ago, was at the camp as a
counselor! Jack Meadow will begin his flight training using his Ray Scholarship award and
will soon be making great progress. We are all rooting for him.

More Prez Sez on
next page
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In other news:
We will resume our normal meetings each month again in September, hopefully with a
whole new set of exciting speakers and presenters. Do let one of us know if you have any
ideas for presenters.
Thanks to the hard work and great ideas of Elizabeth Dougherty, our Young Eagles program
is gaining new momentum. She has also expanded the programs for our Young Eagles to
take tours of the local United Airlines facility and the San Jose tower. See her report later in
this newsletter.
I write this from the East coast where I will be until returning to Denver to visit family and
pick up the 195. I will then join the 195 gang for our annual gathering, this year in Bismarck,
ND. I will be back for the September meeting.
I am glad you are all back from your summer activities and wish you and our Chapter
another great season of aviation activities.

See you around the patch,

P.S. I just received word that the EAA "One Week Wonder", an RV-12 (!), will visit us on Monday
September 9th. David Leiting, who also is a major player in the Ray Aviation Scholarship program,
will be one of the two pilots. More to come.

https://www.eaa.org/en/airventure

NOTICE
San Carlos Airport has resources for recommended arrival and departure routes for reducing noise
to the surrounding communities; the 12iS is very quiet even under full power, so the neighbors will
like the plane even more.
San Carlos departure and arrival documents ...
http://www.sancarlosairport.org/noise-abatement-procedures/
And videos ...
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https://publicworks.smcgov.org/smc-airports-video-series

AUGUST MEETING REPORT
On Saturday, August 17th, right after Young Eagles, Chapter
EAA20 held its annual Summer BBQ at Oliver’s hangar.

The 12iS was rolled over to Oliver’s hanger and wheels
chalked next to the Rans for a backdrop to the BBQ. The
parking lot in front was completely full too!
The grill was ready and everyone had the choice either a
hot dog and/or a burger; and/or come back a second
time... there was plenty for all. A group of devoted Young
Eagles and Young Aviators, along with some parents, joined
us. And we had live guitar tunes with Leo plugging in the
amp and entertaining us. Thank you Leo!
A big thanks to everyone who setup and brought in
supplies!

Many Thanks to Curt Nehring, Don Sharp,
Curt Taylor and the others who chipped in
help make it a fun event for all.
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EAA20 CHAPTER YOUNG EAGLES REPORT
August 17, 2019

—Elizabeth Dougherty (paloaltoeditor@gmail.com)

Thanks to the reach of social media, Young Eagles was insanely crazy
this month. We flew 34 new kids, mostly from Palo Alto families who
had seen a post about the event on the neighborhood platform
NextDoor. Also, Justin (17) who attended OBAP camp (see related
article) came from Oakland for his debut Young Eagles flight.

Pilots: Four pilots—Bob L, Greg,
Reinhardt, Trent—started flying
early and stayed late, so that
every new kid who showed up got
a chance to fly. We even sent a
volunteer (Anna, YE Viktor’s mom)
to pick up Greg's wife from SFO,
so he could keep flying.

On the board: Coordinating four pilots and 34 kids would not have
been possible without Michael tracking the flights and acting as a
liaison for pilots, ground crew, and registration volunteers.
Ground crew: Young Aviator Jayden and Young Eagle Obed joined
our dedicated volunteers Ted and Bob D. on ground safety crew.
Registration: We were shorthanded. Estephany, who also attended OBAP
camp and lives in Oakland, has missed the window for a YE flight, but
came to help with registration and weathered a trial by fire. When Anna
left to pick up Greg’s wife, Shawn (Justin’s mom) took over for her at
registration.
Young Eagles at chapter BBQ: To help them feel more like a
part of the EAA community, we invited the Young Aviators and
some especially keen Young Eagles and their parents to the
summer BBQ. This gave the kids an opportunity to meet EAA
members beyond the circle who volunteer at the build or YEs.
For example, Rachel, who’s a student pilot, answered
questions about the process of becoming a pilot. EAA
members also got feedback from parents. For instance, I
introduced Gina to Andrew, who’s part of the group looking at
expanding the build program. Gina’s son Leo participates in the
build—and also provided live music for the BBQ!
Special volunteer request: On September 21, we need someone to run the board, which involves
tracking lots of moving parts in a hectic environment. (Michael isn't available.) In addition to pilots,
we also need more help with registration. To volunteer, email me or sign up online:
https://tinyurl.com/YEvolunteers
(paloaltoeditor@gmail.com)
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EAA20 CHAPTER YOUNG EAGLES REPORT
August 17, 2019
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This summer, two of our Young Eagle volunteers
were awarded scholarships to the EAA Air Academy.
We congratulate each of them and wish them God
Speed on their work to an aviation career
This is one of Obed’s photos from Oshkosh

Obed Han

Carter Blair
“Thank you Chapter 20 for sending Obed
and me to Air Academy this summer. My
favorite part is the flight lesson. It’s
always great to meet new people who
share my interest in aviation. I really
appreciate that I’ve gotten to go three
times and get to go again next year.”
Thanks again! —Carter Blair

“Thank you EAA Chapter 20 members for
sponsoring us to go to Air Academy this
year. One of my favorite moments were
when we visited the museum. It was really
cool seeing the history of this awesome
world of aviation. I look forward to going
next year.”
Thanks! —Obed Han

Fun and discovery combine for an experience that young people can find nowhere else at
the EAA Air Academy, a series of weeklong camps designed to introduce young people
ages 12-18 to the aviation world.
Campers are engaged through a variety of hands-on activities while staying at the EAA Air
Academy Lodge in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Experienced aviation instructors help them delve
into flight through studies, hands-on demonstrations, flight simulation, and other exciting
activities.
Recognized by MSN Money as one of 10 summer camps “worth the money,” Air Academy
provides the foundation for a lifelong love of aviation.
- Young Eagles Camp
-Basic Camp
- Advanced Camp
EAA Chap 20 August 2019
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OBAP and United Launch SFO Aviation Camp
The Organization of Black Aerospace Professionals (OBAP) held its Ace Academy in San
Francisco for the first time. United Airlines sponsored the five-day aviation camp for highschool students, which was based in its SFO Tech Ops building.
Chapter 20 member Defrance McLemore was
on staff. Eight students attended, including
Young Eagles Obed Han, Carter Blair, and two
of the female students who came in April with
the San Mateo deputy's group.

The highlight was ground school and a flight lesson out of
Hayward. Field trips included OAK tower and the Oakland
Aviation Museum. The students had a hands-on workshop to
build a model plane or airport, and a behind-the-scenes look
at SFO airport operations and the United maintenance facility.

Nurturing next-gen aviators: We need your help
We’ve reached a critical mass of teenagers who are passionate about aviation (we’ve already signed
up five 14-year-olds for Air Academy in July 2020!). We’d love your ideas on how to continue to
engage them.
What we’re already doing The plane build appeals to students who want hands-on experience, and
EAA members are exploring how we might expand the program. We’re experimenting with field trips
(see related article about SJC tower and King Air tours). Last year, United Airlines arranged for
students to tour SFO United Tech Ops and the Coast Guard station.
What else can we do? Could you speak about a hot aviation topic (737 Max, anyone?) or arrange a
compelling speaker for a talk after a Young Eagles event? Do you have an “in” where kids can get a
behind-the-scenes look at the world of aviation? Can you take a group to Fleet Week?
Easiest way to help Even simpler, you can help these amazing kids feel like a part of the aviation
community just by talking to them. They often have questions best answered by pilots—and I know
most of you have some great stories you can share.
Visit the plane build on a Monday evening or Saturday morning. Or stop by a Young Eagles event,
where the older kids volunteer at registration and ground safety—and are thrilled and grateful every
time there’s a seat open for them on a flight.
—Elizabeth Dougherty (paloaltoeditor@gmail.com)
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SJC tower tour
A group of Young Eagles, Young Aviators, and San
Carlos Flight Center (SCFC) students toured SJC
tower in July. SCFC staff members Travis Bender
and Alessandro Franco, and Chapter 20 members
Michael Chang, Mark Anderson, and Steve Sheng
accompanied them.
Only six people were allowed in the tower at a time.
Air traffic controller Chris Eaton, who retired at the
end of the month, accommodated everyone on our
waitlist by generously leading four separate groups
up. (I’ll do the math: 24 people got tours!)

King Air 350 Tour
Thanks to Chapter 20 member Defrance McLemore, the group who toured SJC tower, along with
parents who were waiting for their kids, got a special bonus: a tour of a King Air 350 housed at
Atlantic Aviation, one of seven planes used by his employer, Netflix. Defrance flies between SJC
and Burbank for the company.
Building community
The SJC field trip addressed the Chapter 20 goal to nurture our Young Eagles and Young
Aviators who are especially passionate about aviation—and extended it to include SCFC
students. This had the added benefit of supporting our goal to more actively bring together and
participate in the greater SQL community.
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Flying Eye Hospital Lands at OAK
I was honored to have the opportunity to look
inside the one-of-kind Orbis Flying Eye Hospital
when it made a pitstop in OAK enroute to
Vietnam. Orbis is a nonprofit dedicated to
teaching healthcare providers around the world
to prevent and treat avoidable blindness.

FedEx donated the MD-10 cargo plane, which was
retrofitted to transform into a teaching hospital complete
with a 46-seat classroom, operating room, and childfriendly recovery room. Telemedicine allows doctors,
nurses, and biomed techs around the world to observe the
training via live feeds.
In service since 2016, this is the third generation of the
Flying Eye Hospital. The first, a DC-8 that started flying in
1982, is in a museum in China. The second, a DC-10 that
went into operation in 1992, is at the Pima Air and Space
Museum in Tucson, where I recently saw it (exterior only).
I thought you might like to see some photos, including one
of an eye doctor demonstrating how doctors can learn to
operate using a plastic eye model and 3D technology.

—Elizabeth Dougherty
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Update on work accomplished 3rd week of August, 2019
It’s fantastic what a team can do!
Normal hard working folks can band together to do wonderful
things! Jean Luc is back from his vacation and worked with
Allen on the upper and lower cowl. All of the hard work is
really paying off. The cowl fitment is perfect!

This picture shows the clecos
looking like porcupine spines ...
The picture shows the piano hinge
being fitted...

The next step will be to put in the squeezed rivets.
At the same time, Frank, Marc, and Oliver connected the
vertical stabilizer and rudder to the empennage (glad spell
checker got that word correct). Oliver’s daughter Caroline was
there helping with general part preparation and some
assembly; we need to recruit her for the next build!

Additionally, Oliver assisted with work on the
fiberglass empennage part; and the best part is he
still has all of his fingers even though I was operating
the Dewalt drill!
Lots of detailed sanding was done to the fiberglass
empennage pieces which are nearing completion; this
will be fitted to the very end of the empennage under
the rudder and between the opening of the stabilator.
It was such a nice day complemented with a fantastic
colors reflecting on the bottom of the clouds ...

Did this elicit a
smile or a groan?
😃
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Report from Tom Carlson of the August 17 build activity
just prior to the BBQ
The morning started with Frank and Claude working away on updating the master plans from
Claude’s kit assembly book; thank you Claude! :)
Jean-Luc made it too after being sidelined from a cold earlier in the week. Good to see you doing
better!
Bill was at the build and is going to be at the hanger again on Monday. Thank you for keeping the
team organized and moving forward!
Marc worked on the final fitment of the stabilator trim motor. And soon enough, the trim motor was
attached and working.
More of the “R.E.A.D.” thing was done to understand how the canopy is to be fitted and fiberglass
installation should be done.
Pete showed up on his motorcycle and looked very interested in the plane. He didn’t loose interest
even after quite a bit of my talking about it.
More work was done on the fiberglass tailcone with Dave marking and drilling the metal tabs that
will hold the top and bottom pieces together.
The fuselage was cleaned up in preparation for the BBQ; Elizabeth worked on the pilot side, and I did
the other.
Monday’s build time continued with work on the tail cone. Frank and Jack read the instructions
about dulling a #27 bit by drilling it into concrete which is so counterintuitive. Jack carried out the
instructions, and the work on the tail cone proceeded; Ella helped with the clecos and tabs to
assemble both parts.
Jean-Luc and Allen continued working on the upper and lower
cowl. Work has progressed to the piano hinge rivet squeezing.
Lots of practice was done on the spare fiberglass and hinges to
double check and know the final work will turn out fantastic.
Dad, your squeezer is helping make this work move forward.
Thank you Dad!
To keep everyone going, hot dogs were grilled up ... and “necessity
is the mother of invention” ... so when Elizabeth mentioned we had
chop sticks, I used them to turn the dogs in place of Tongs which I
Oliver’s grill is getting quite a bit of use!
couldn’t find.

Go have a fantastic week!
Best,

Tom Carlson

Contact Bill Warner (650/333-8701;
billwmwnlo@aol.com) or Oliver
Coolidge (65/464-9294
olivercoolidge@gmail.com) for more
details. Building sessions are
Saturdays 9 AM to Noon and Monday
evenings from 4 to 9 PM. Call us first.
Then stop by.
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Flying 12 Club only has two more openings for new members. Our Club has the
most economical way to fly in the west - And, in a brand new plane with a glass
cockpit!! Club members are flying the Rans Coyote while the RV-12 is being
built. This is a terrific way for anyone who wants to build an airplane to have
one to fly NOW instead of having to wait 2+ years while building. If you know of
someone with a hidden desire to build, pass the word that EAA Chapter 20 and
Flying 12 Club have the most economic and fun filled way to fulfill such a dream.
Club members are currently
flying the RANS COYOTE enjoying
flying adventures right now as
the RV-12 is being built

Call or email Bill Warner for a full briefing –
650/333-8701; billwmenlo@aol.com
EAA Chap 20 August 2019
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Member Profile: Bruno Martin
By Bob Leuten

Meet Bruno Martin, a relatively new face at EAA Chapter 20 meetings. A native of
France, he came to the United States in 2002 at the age of 23. He and his wife of seven
years, Sapna, live in Campbell. Bruno and Sapna are now US citizens. Bruno returns to
France every five years or so to visit friends and family. Sapna, a software engineer for
Barracuda Networks, regularly trains to run marathons.
Bruno’s formal education was in France where he received dual Masters of Science
degrees in Computer Engineering and Electronic Engineering. In addition, he spent
summers in England receiving additional education.
For the past 17 years, Bruno has been employed at
Nvidia where he is a System Software Manager in
the Santa Clara headquarters. Nvidia, with 13,000
employees in 24 countries worldwide is best known
for Graphics Processor Units. Bruno has worked in
projects that support the automotive industry
including the Tesla Motors line of automobiles.
In 2003, Bruno learned to fly in Cessna 152s and 172s at Gavilan Aviation at the
Hollister Airport. After receiving his FAA Private Pilot certificate, he quickly earned more
advanced certificates and ratings including Instrument, Multi-Engine,
Commercial and Certified Flight Instructor (CFI) for both
Airplanes and Instruments. Along the way, Bruno acquired a
taste and proficiency for formation flying and aerobatics. As a
member of EAA’s International Aerobatics Club (IAC), he
competed in the Sportsman category using a Super Decathlon.
At the present time, Bruno has accumulated a total of 750 flight
hours.
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Bruno is a proud owner of Cessna 182,
N516CA, which is tied-down at the Palo
Alto Airport. Other planes in which he is
qualified include a Diamond Star,
Mustang-2, Pulsar and our own EAA
Chapter 20 Rans. Not a stranger to long,
slow cross-countries, he has twice flown
from California to Connecticut; once in an
X-Cub and once in a Citabria. On a recent
business trip abroad, he had the
opportunity to fly a Cessna 172 in India.
He has also flown GA aircraft in various
European countries.
One of Bruno’s next aviation ventures
will be as an owner/pilot of our own
EAA Chapter 20 SeaRey Amphibious
aircraft kit. As if that wasn’t enough,
he instructs in various friends’ aircraft
and he is active in the FAA Safety
Team
program
as a
FAAST
representative.

Bruno’s non-aviation interests and
activities include Judo, a sport in
which he has participated for the
last 34 years. He has earned the
prestigious Black Belt status. He is
also an avid cyclist

With his diverse, accomplished background (aviation and otherwise), we are
lucky to have Bruno Martin as an EAA Chapter 20 member!
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So you want to be a pilot?
Follow this story of one of our local young persons
who has taken that path and succeeded
Michael Mainiero went to see the Patriots’ Jet Team performing in
Sacramento, California. That was a life-changing decision for him. He
was invited out to the Patriots’ facility in Byron, California. When he
walked into the facility with his father, he said, "we are coming back."
With his experience with the Patriots Jet Team, he was able to
transition into a charter pilot career.
At 20 years old, Michael had 2,500 hours and was flying corporate jets.
Michael as an excited
Watch the rest of his story on the site below. When that video was
Young Eagle
made, he was 20. Now at 22, he has 3,500 hours and is flying for an
airline.
https://www.flyingmag.com/live2fly-series-michael-mainiero-20-year-old-charter-pilot/

This month, Michael earned his PIC
type rating in the B-25
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Ted McNamara’s
Bucket List Report
On June 22 at Watsonville airport, our EAA20 member Ted McNamara crossed a big item off his
bucket list. It had been there pestering him since the mid 1990’s. In his own words, Ted Said:
“This was my third attempt to make the jump. Trip one was on April 28th, and the marine layer
never cleared the field. Trip 2 was May 28th, and we flew up to 12 thousand feet, but the marine
layer moved over the field before we could jump, and we came back and landed. June 22 was the
charm with clear skies after 10 AM and this is scary if you have never done this before. You either
let your fears control you, OR you control your fears.”
Watch Ted on
this link:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1noLLfOHwRpepHkmymfYi_oyvsBLB2MM0

Loading up. Getting the gear on!

Stand in the door!!

Out we gooooo!
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See!! Nothing to it!

What are you
clapping about?

Where is that
airport you said we
would land on?

What happens if I
pull this other cord?

What did you say I had to do just before we hit the ground?
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Ted!

ON THE HORIZON…
Here is what is happening at EAA
20 during the next few months:

EAA20 Young Eagles Monthly Event
10:00am - 12:00pm --3rd Saturday Each Month
Next – Sep 21st , Oct 19th , Nov 19th
EAA Chapter 20 participates in the Young Eagles
program, which offers free flights to anyone between 8 and 17
years old. See the Young Eagles page on (eaa20.org) for more
information. Young Eagles flies on the third Saturday of every
month, from 10am-12pm

Chapter 20 Monthly Meetings
7:00pm - 8:30pm 2nd Tuesday of every Month
Sep 10th , Oct 8th , Nov 12th
Hiller Aviation Museum, San Carlos Airport, 601 Skyway Rd
We are…
-A community of passionate aviation
enthusiasts that promotes and supports
recreational flying.
Our vision…
-A vibrant and growing aviation community.
Our mission…
-To grow participation in aviation by
promoting the “Spirit of Aviation.”

We serve the community by:
•Inspiring new participants in aviation
•Inviting the public to experience flight
•Providing a compelling view of possibilities
•Nurturing interest in aviation
•Supporting clear pathways to participation
•Enriching the participation experience
•Protecting rights and the freedom to fly
•Encouraging affordable knowledge, information, and
resources
•Embracing diverse interests, camaraderie, and fun
•Supporting and promoting aviation events and activities

RV-12
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•Pilot supply shop
•Transportation
services
•Taxi and limousine
•All based at San
Carlos Airport

620 Airport Dr. # 9 • San Carlos CA 94070
ph. 650-592-2322 • sqlaviation.com

“A little bit of everything you need".
•Complete Pilot Supplies:
•Current AFDS, IFR Plates, Enroute, Sectionals, and more
•Electronics
•Periodicals and literature
•Models and gifts
•Souvenirs
•ATM Machine, Snacks
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HELP!
We are a vibrant and exciting EAA chapter. Our
membership includes an incredible set of aviation related
experiences in life.
Share your story – or any story
that you may want to share with
our EAA20 community.
OR
•Items for sale or free
•Activities or charities in which you are looking for support
•Articles about flying or life experiences
•Profiles of special people
•Causes that you are promoting or are passionate about

OR
•Most anything you think our members would like to know
about.
Standing by for your help
Jack Baumgarten
jackbaumgarten@sbcglobal.net
650 218 2225 cell
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